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Chapter 1 : The Disney Fairies Collection, Volume 1 - Burlington Public Library - OverDrive
Disney Fairies Collection #1: The Trouble with Tink; Beck and the Great Berry Battle: Books 1 & 2 [Various, Cassandra
Morris, Alison Larkin] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Trouble with Tink by Kiki
Thorpe, read by Cassandra Morris Tinker Bell is the best pots-and-pans-talent fairy in all of Pixie Hollow.

That was the beginning of fairies. The fairies generally reside in the Home Tree, a towering, massive tree
located in the very heart of Pixie Hollow in Neverland. Various groups of fairies work and live nearby as well.
Most of the fairy characters are young and female, but older, taller, and male fairy characters are also
included. The males are sometimes referred to as "sparrow men", though the term "fairies" is used to refer to
both female and male fairy characters. List of Tinker Bell cast members Characters in the films[ edit ] Blaze
Eliza Pollack Zebert is a baby firefly that joins Tinker Bell on her quest to find the mystical Mirror of Incanta
that grants one wish. He is small, very slender, and hand-sized with red hair, bright blue eyes, pointy ears, fair
skin and wears water drop goggles, a leafy sleeveless top, and knee-length pants. His real name is Phineas T.
Kettletree, Esquire and he has a Scottish accent. Bolt Roger Craig Smith is one of the dust-talent sparrow men.
Buck Rob Paulsen is a new animal sparrow man of Welsh descent. He is small, slender, and hand-sized with
brown hair, green eyes, fair skin, and pointy ears and wears an orange sports shirt. Cheese is a cart-pulling
mouse. Chloe Brenda Song is a new garden fairy of Thai descent. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with
brown hair, brown eyes, fair skin, and pointy ears. She wears a pink sports dress and leggings. Clank Jeff
Bennett is a tinker-talent sparrow man. He has black hair and dark brown eyes, fair skin, pointy ears and wears
a leafy sleeveless top and shorts. He speaks with a Cockney accent. Dewey Jeff Bennett is the Keeper of all
fairy knowledge. He is small, portly, and hand-sized with white hair and mustache, aqua eyes, fair skin, and
pointy ears and wears a green coat, spectacles, and carries a staff and speaks with a Western accent. He is
slender with fair skin, brown hair and eyes. He wears a green vest, a white shirt, and a black bowtie. He is the
main antagonist of the third film. She is slender with green eyes, fair skin, and brown hair with braided pigtails
and wears a pink long-sleeved dress and a white smock with small tulips all over. Fairy Gary Jeff Bennett is a
Scottish-accented overseer of the pixie dust fairies. He is small and hand-sized with a big brown mustache,
hair and eyebrows, and a large nose and wears a kilt. Fairy Mary Jane Horrocks is an overseer of the tinker
fairies of English descent. She is small and hand-sized with brown hair and eyes, and fair skin and wears a
green sleeveless shirt and pants. She is the protagonist of Legend of the NeverBeast. Fawn is small, slender,
and hand-sized with an orange-and-amber dress, orange-yellow curl shoes, fair skin, light freckles, braided
light brown hair, amber eyes, pointy ears, and clear fairy wings on her back. Fern Zendaya is a garden fairy of
German descent. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with fair skin, green eyes, brown hair, and pointy ears
and wears a pink dress and shoes. Flint Thom Adcox-Hernandez is one of the dust-talent sparrow men.
Glimmer Tiffany Thornton is a storm fairy of German descent. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with
white hair, blue eyes, fair skin, and pointy ears and wears a blue shirt, pants, and shoes. Grimsley Rob Paulsen
is a troll who guards a bridge on a lost island north of Neverland. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with a
sunflower petal dress, yellow shoes, light brown skin, black pixie dust hair in a round up-do, brown eyes,
pointy ears, and clear fairy wings on her back. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with blonde hair, blue
eyes, pointy ears, and fair skin and wears a red dress and shoes. Leech Jeff Bennett is a troll who guards a
bridge on a lost island north of Neverland. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with blonde hair, blue eyes,
pointy ears, and fair skin and wears a red strapless dress and shoes. He is tall, slender, and hand-sized with a
frost sleeveless suit, ice pants, high leaf boots, and snowy owl-feathered cape that covers his broken right
wing, fair skin, brown eyes, silver hair, and pointy ears. Lumina Jessica DiCicco is a new light fairy of Irish
descent. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with brown hair, green eyes, fair skin, pointy ears, and pink
blushing cheeks and wears a yellow sports shirt. Lyria Grey DeLisle is a Scottish storyteller fairy. She is
small, slender, and hand-sized with a long brunette braid with a curly hair on the front, green eyes, pointy ears,
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fair skin, and pink blushing cheeks and wears a white single-strapped dress that has a purple end, a tulip.
Marina is a new water fairy of New Jersey descent. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with brown hair and
skin, green eyes, fair skin, and pointy ears and wears a blue sports shirt. He is slender with brown hair, brown
eyes, and fair skin and wears clothing made out of gold leaves. He is tall and slender with brown hair, green
eyes, and fair skin and wears a leaf crown and clothing made out of violets. She is obese with brown hair,
green eyes, and fair skin and wears clothing made out of lilies. She is slender with white hair, blue eyes, and
fair skin and wears an ice crown and clothing made out of snowflakes. Owl Rob Paulsen is an owl whom
some Never fairies go to for advice. Twitches is a cat belonging to the Griffiths family. Perkins Faith Prince is
a neighbor of Lizzy and her father. She protects all of Pixie Hollow from any dangers or threats, also leads a
team of fellow scout fairies who follow her commands without question. She is known to be quite tough and
the kind of person who will fight until the fighting is done. She never backs down and will do whatever it
takes to ensure the safety and wellbeing of Pixie Hollow and its people. Periwinkle Lucy Hale is a frost fairy.
She is slender and taller than hand-size with a light shimmering long yellow dress, a light golden shimmering
large yellow butterfly shaped wings, tiaras for different occasions, fair skin, blue eyes, and light brown hair in
an up-do style. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with a rose petal dress in three shades of pink, peach skin,
red shoes, shoulder-length red hair with curled ends, green eyes, pointy ears, and clear fairy wings on her
back. Rumble Jason Dolley is a storm sparrow man of Austrian descent. He is the main antagonist of the
fourth film. Scribble Thomas Lennon is the librarian of Pixie hollow of unknown descent. He is small, slender
and hand-sized with black hair, brown eyes and wears wood framed glasses. He speaks with a per-pubescent
crack to his voice. He is very taken with Nyx. Silvermist Lucy Liu is a water-talent fairy of Asian descent. She
is small, slender, and hand-sized with a dark blue-green lily single-strapped dress, blue shoes, pale skin, long
loose black hair, brown eyes, pointy ears, and clear fairy wings on her back. Sled Matt Lanter is a winter
animal talent sparrow man. He is small, but well toned and hand-sized with black hair, blue eyes, fair skin, and
pointy ears and wears an aqua shirt. He is small, slender, and hand-sized with blonde hair, blue eyes, fair skin,
and pointy ears and wears a blue cap, an aqua shirt, and pants. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with black
hair, brown eyes, fair skin, and pointy ears and wears a blue dress and blue boots. Stone Roger Craig Smith is
one of the dust-talent sparrow men. He has a big crush on Tinker Bell, and is also her best friend. He is small,
slender, and hand-sized with blonde hair, blue eyes, fair skin, and pointy ears and wears an acorn top hat.
Tinker Bell Mae Whitman is a tinker-talent fairy. She is the main protagonist of each film with the exception
of Legend of the NeverBeast. She is small, slender, and hand sized with fair skin, blue eyes, blonde hair worn
in a bun, pink blushing cheeks, and pointy ears, and wears a dark green strapless dress with a mini skirt and
green shoes with white puffs on her toes, and has clear sparkly fairy wings on her back. Vidia Pamela Adlon is
a proud fast-flying-talent fairy. She has black ponytailed hair, gray eyes, pointy ears, fair skin and wears a
purple vest with pink feathers, purple pants and black ballet shoes and has clear wings on her back. Viola Grey
DeLisle is a summoning fairy of Irish descent. Zarina Christina Hendricks is a new misguided dust-keeper
fairy, who steals the mystical blue pixie dust from the mighty Pixie Dust Tree, endangering all of Pixie
Hollow. She joins forces with the pirates of Skull Rock in the sixth movie. Zephyr Alicyn Packard is a new
fast-flying fairy of Greek descent. She is small, slender, and hand-sized with brown hair, green eyes, fair skin,
and pointy ears and wears a purple sports shirt. Hawks - The hawks are the most dangerous animals of
Neverland, killing the fairies every year. Twitches - A male calico cat pet of the Griffiths. Characters in the
books[ edit ] There are several key characters that are not Never Fairies. A dove who carries the wingless
water fairy Rani on his back when she wishes to fly. A wand fairy who loves to play pranks and practical
jokes on others. A dragon who has been caged for as long as anyone can remember. Mother Dove helps the
people in Neverland stay young and is mentioned in every book. The queen of the Great Wanded fairies or
Great Wandies. Great-wand fairies are about seven feet tall and have mystical wands or scepters that possess
many magical properties. An animal-talent fairy Fira: A light-talent fairy Lily: A travel-talent fairy, introduced
in Fairy Dust and the Quest for the Egg. The only fairy of her talent, Prilla can travel between Neverland and
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the human world.
Chapter 2 : The fairies collection. no. 1, | Ann Arbor District Library
The Trouble with Tink by Kiki Thorpe, read by Cassandra Morris Tinker Bell is the best pots-and-pans-talent fairy in all of
Pixie Hollow. But then she loses her tinker's hammer and her world is turned upside down.

Chapter 3 : Disney Fairies: Tales from Pixie Hollow | Awards | LibraryThing
Disney Fairies Collection 1 The Trouble with Tink Beck & the Great Berry Battle Books 1 & 2 by Kiki Thorpe available in
Compact Disc on calendrierdelascience.com, also read synopsis and reviews. The Trouble with Tink by Kiki Thorpe,
read by Cassandra MorrisTinker Bell is the best.

Chapter 4 : Disney Fairies | Awards | LibraryThing
Includes titles 1 & 2 in the Disney Fairies Collection: The Trouble with Tink and Beck and the Great Berry Battle The
Trouble with Tink. Tinker Bell is the best fairy in all of Pixie Hollow.

Chapter 5 : Disney Fairies Audiobooks - Listen to the Full Series | calendrierdelascience.com
Best books like Disney Fairies Collection #1: The Trouble with Tink; Beck and the Great Berry Battle: Books 1 & 2: #1
Silvermist and the Ladybug Curse ( Home My Books.

Chapter 6 : Disney The Fairies Collection 1 - 12 - Torrent
Fairies Collection #1: The Trouble with Tink and Beck and the Great Berry Battle by Listening Library, Laura Driscoll,
Various, Alison Larkin The Trouble with Tink by Kiki Thorpe, read by Cassandra Morris.

Chapter 7 : Disney Fairies - Wikipedia
Disney Fairies Collection #1: The Trouble with Tink; Beck and the Great Berry Battle: Books 1 & 2 (Compact Disc) By
Cassandra Morris, Alison Larkin (Read by) Please email or write store for pricing and availability information.
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